Wiki Stix
One-of-a-Kind Creatables

Products for Fun & Learning!
**NEW!**

**Dinosaur Pak - #502**
12 dinosaurs to create with Wikki Stix, plus footprints for making dinosaur tracks!!
Fun Facts on each sheet!!

**Animal Activity Pak #500**
**Sea Life Activity Pak #501**

**Animal & Sea Life Paks**
12 cool animals to create with Wikki Stix.
And...
12 fun sea creatures to make with Wikki Stix!
Fun Facts on each sheet!!

**Traveler - #810**
Bright colorful carry case with 144 Wikki Stix and booklet of fun ideas and activities.
I.D. sticker to personalize case.

**Fidget Stix - #206**
Bend, Twist, Shape, Stick, Squiggle… Fidgety fun for kids and adults! 36 Wikki Stix.

**Big Count Box - #805**
468 Wikki Stix in 13 colors, plus 12-page idea booklet.

**Wiggles, Squiggles & Curlies - #905**
Fun-filled delightful scenes, plus 36 Wikkies for completing them.

**Adventures Across America - #102**
Colorful scenes from the USA to complete with Wikki Stix; 36 included.

**USA Fun Paks - #104**
USA Fun Paks, have 8 Wikki Stix and colorful USA landmark playsheets; 20 individual paks.

**Preschool Activity Book #109**
30 play-based activities that provide preschoolers with school readiness skills…while having fun!
Preschool Learning Trio - #625 - Also available Individually

Personal Learning Pak - #103
36 Wikki Stix for personal, no-sharing, individual learning. From preschool to middle school!

Multi Sensory Resource - #909
Tactile, sensory and engaging for special needs. 144 Wikki Stix plus appropriate activity sheets.

Mini Play Paks
Party Favors, Classroom Management, Incentives & Rewards, Car Trips and More!!

Party Favor Pak - #105
15 paks, each with 12 Wikki Stix and assorted playsheets

Birthday Fun Favors - #108
20 paks, perfect for birthday favors with birthday-themed playsheet and 12 Wikki Stix in each pak

Assorted Fun Paks - #718
Large pack of 50 individual mini play paks, with 8 Wikkies in each and assorted playsheet designs. Perfect classroom size.

Holiday Mini Play Paks, 50 Units in Each Theme

Christmas Fun Paks - #710
Fun activity or stocking stuffer!!

Valentine Fun Paks - #711
Fun to give as Valentines!

Easter Fun Paks - #713
For Easter baskets or part of the Easter hunt!

Halloween Fun Paks - #708
Non-candy Trick or Treat Fun!

Details on all products available at wikkistix.com

STEM Pak - #850
108 feet of Wikkies in 9 colors, plus instructions for making the DNA double helix...and lots of science and math ideas!
Activity Set - #903
84 Wikki Stix, sturdy playboard, re-usable storage bag and 8-page fun book with WikkiLand characters.

Rainbow Pak - #603
24" Wikki Stix in the colors of the rainbow! Includes sheet of ideas and activities.

Rainy Day Activity Pak - #981
Ideal for after-school programs, or rainy day recess! 324 Wikki Stix and lots of cool stuff!

Do-Wikki Game - #915
72 Wikki Stix, plus all the components you need to make this easily adaptable game fun for everyone!

Wikki Stix For Seniors!
Wikki Fun...For Seniors - #914
Hands-on Wikki Fun...includes lapboard for use in easy chair or wheelchair.

Creative Activity Pak...For Seniors - #910
288 Wikki Stix plus materials for up to 12 participants.

Wikki Stix Bulk Paks

Single color packs...36 Wikki Stix each color; available in 12 colors. See website for listing.

Wikki Stix Business to Business!
Wikki Stix for Restaurants #222
Bulk quantities of Mini Play Paks for restaurant, airline and business use. Each with 8 Wikki Stix and playsheet, in small, easy-to-hand out packet. The CLEAN alternative to crayons. See website for bulk quantity casepacks.

Bilingual French-English Packaging
Wikki Stix bilingual French-English packaging available for these items:
Assorted Fun Favors pack of 50 units - #1718
Big Count Box - #1805
Neon Color Pack - #1804
Primary Color Pack - #1803
Super Wikki Stix - #1809
Doodler - #1101
Traveler - #1810

Please call 1-800-869-4554 for more information
Or visit our website at www.wikkitix.com
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